Why Ivey Executive Education?

At Ivey, our unique learning method, immersive environment and world-class faculty all come together to deliver a learning experience unlike any other. From financial analysis to leadership development, Ivey’s Executive Education Programs will have an immediate impact on your career.

Relevant Programs

With open-enrollment programs ranging from three days to three weeks, our programs develop individuals to have the breadth and capacity they need to lead and grow an organization.

Ivey Executive Education also designs and delivers custom programs that are tailored to meet the real challenges your organization faces.

This is Not about Text Books and Lectures

If you are having a hard time imagining yourself in a classroom again, keep in mind that Ivey Executive Education Programs are designed with busy leaders in mind. They are engaging, interactive experiences that draw on the vast perspectives that you and your classmates will bring to the program.

Our real-world Case-Method of Learning is not about textbooks and lectures – it’s about learning by doing. Using case studies you’ll put yourself in the role of decision-maker and take on real challenges faced by real companies to gain practical hands-on experience. You’ll come away with new knowledge and ideas that are directly applicable to your business and that will have immediate impact.

99% of Ivey Executive Education participants would recommend the program to a colleague.
World-Class Faculty with Real-World Experience

Ivey programs are led exclusively by our full-time, world-class faculty. Recognized leaders in their respective fields, they are grounded in real-world experience, consulting and researching with global organizations to ensure relevance in the executive classroom.

Ivey’s Global Presence

Ivey develops and delivers custom and open-enrollment programs around the globe. We have representatives in London and Toronto in Canada, and in Hong Kong, Mumbai and Beijing, with alumni located in more than 99 countries.

Ivey is committed to excellence in program delivery and has made significant investment in executive learning facilities in London and Toronto in Canada and in Hong Kong.

Getting Started

The Executive Education team will be happy to answer your questions and arrange a meeting to discuss your development needs.

Phone: +1-519-661-3272
Toll Free North America: 1-800-948-8548
Email: execed@ivey.ca